
P
izza is peasant food. In her book Italian Food, Elizabeth
David, the food writer who invented the ‘Mediterranean
diet’ half a century ago, referred to pizza as a ‘primitive

dish with rough wine’, and so it has always been. Your average
pizza with six beer is not exactly a white tablecloth cuisine, which
is precisely it’s appeal. Pizza is the world’s first fast food for
working folk and the last resort for those without means. Pizza
by the slice was an American invention to keep penniless
immigrants from starving in the late 1900s.
A fist of flattened dough with a scraping of onions, herbs, or

what have you, has been recorded for six thousand years. The
ubiquitous bread and cheese became a Roman panis focacius,
flat bread with cheese, and, for those on the second rung of
poverty, a drizzle of honey. Gaeta, a Roman resort near Naples,
is credited with naming the culinary specialty in 997 when
twelve pizzas (duodecim pizze) were given to a local prelate for
Christmas. The turn of the first millennium were turbulent times
and those twelve pizzas speak volumes for the economy. 
Even today, the ‘classic’ pizza is vegetarian. Pizza Margherita

consists of tomatoes, mozzarella, and basil, while it’s beach front
cousin the Marinara boasts tomato, oregano, garlic, and olive
oil. It reminds me of the equally classic ‘putanesca’ (prostitutes
breakfast) of refried spaghetti with garlic and an egg. At
whatever economic level, pizza was, and still is, the world’s most
popular fast food. 
There is a time for everything and everything has its

gentrification. Naples and Italy no longer own the flat bread
lunch. Since the US co-modified it into a multi-billion dollar
industry in the 20th century, the 21st century pizza is equally at
home in Japan (sushi pizza) and India (curry pizza). And for
those with deep pockets and tiny brains: the 3,000-euro Pizza
Royale 007, featuring gold leaf, lobster, cognac, and champagne
caviar.
The Italians, however, do not concede easily. In 1984, the

Associazione Verace Pizza Napoletana (Neapolitan Pizza

Association) was founded to ‘promote and protect... the true
Neapolitan Pizza.’ Their regulations include the essential brick
oven, local 00 wheat flour, and San Marzano tomatoes grown on
Mount Vesuvius. 
To make the ‘classic’ Margherita you will need: a brick oven

at 750ºF, reduced San Marzano tomatoes, fresh mozzarella,
fresh basil, sea salt, and fresh extra virgin olive oil. 
Next, in 1991, the little town of Salsomaggiore Terme in

northern Italy initiated the annual World Pizza Championship.
The competitions are mind-bending. Dominated by the Italians
for the first few years, it has now gone multinational. This year’s
winner is Johnny Di Francesco from Australia. A couple of years
ago the American John Gutekanst, owner of Avalanche Pizza
Bakers in Athens, Ohio, had a go. His ingredients included
Italian goat cheese, fresh asiago pressa, mozzarella di buffala,
baby fennel, fresh thyme, parmigiana-reggiano, fresh scallops,
roast red peppers, and fresh white truffles. 
His description of the final moments: ‘...The oven

temperature must be over 1000 degrees. I lift the pizza off the
too-hot bottom bricks with a long handle pizza peel and hold it
aloft into the domed upper roof of the pizza oven. This
technique ensures an even bake. Ninety seconds, and I
withdraw my pie from the oven and place it on a plate, then
pull out my truffle slicer and glide my Tartuffe Fanchette
across the razor-sharp blade, depositing small, fragrant slices
onto my pizza. The heat of the pizza enhances the scent. Finally,
I garnish my pie with a fresh arugula and sun-flower sprout
salad, and then a spritz of lemon. A great pizza, if I say so
myself.’
Gutekanst was the highest scoring American contestant; he

did not place in the finals.
Here is my untried toppings for the Salish Sea Pizza:

Salish Sea Pizza
• sea asparagus,
• king apple slices spritzed with lemon, 
• garlic chevre beaten with cream,
• lightly smoked coho slices,
• fresh chopped marjoram,
• a sprinkle of feta, and
• basil with saffron
And it’s all in season! 0
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The Post-Modern Pizza - Brian Crumblehulme
There’s no better feeling in the world than a warm
pizza box on your lap.’                              —Kevin James

I always treat myself to one meal on Sundays when I
can have whatever I want. Usually it’s pizza, which is
my favourite indulgence.’                                   —Beyonce 




